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this tersely, as follows : “The main function of study is what is its real study.
to find the central and vitalizing point of any subject; to upon an instrument is valuele
group about that whatever belongs to it; to discriminate formed with an effective expr
between the important and unimportant; to rightly ad¬
just the parts; to place them in natural relations; and
Pope said, “ A man should
to give each the prominence it deserves.”
he has been in the wrong, wh
words, that he is wiser to-day
It is said that a Bishop remarked of his clergy that Pupils can profit by this, if th
“ too many of them aimed at nothing and always hit the at the exact truth, and to a
mark.” We have always been advised to “ aim high,” matter in hand, as they do,
but there needs to be something definite to aim at. The ders. They should remembe
pupil should, with the teacher’s help, find or decide what says, “ The true victories, an
he can do, and what he wishes to do, and then make cir¬ need never lament, are those
cumstances bend to its accomplishment, and not allow ignorance.”
himself to be bent or turned aside by circumstances. One
thing that teachers and students need to give their atten¬
Liszt, with all his greatness
tion. more particularly to, is the necessity of more perfect
have had an injurious influen
ideals. It is as easy to work near an artist’s conception imitators have been more su
of how a passage must be rendered, or a bit of technics travagances than in imitating
performed, as it is to closely imitate the rendition of playing, the singing quality
makes the most enduring imp
some bungler. Here it may be noticed that a really
and the time must come when
good teacher is of great value, and is one of the princi¬ by the old pianist, and culm
pal reasons why the student should only be under the in¬ ished performance of Thalber
struction of a first class master. The Marquis of Salis¬ in our musical institution.
The example of a teacher
bury said: “If we sow moderation, we shall reap a
cannot be valued too highly.
harvest of moderation in years to come.” And hence development of the pupil ;
the often repeated advice of “Aim high and hold our¬ viduality will assert itself, an
selves, with the help of an inflexible will, up to our point of all performance, and
reaches the heart of the liste
ideal.”
We all know that the higher rungs of the ladder are
reached by climbing the lower, and this is not more true
than the following by James Freeman Clarke: “ When¬
ever we do what we can, we immediately can do more.”
The charming and expressive renditions given by great
artists make us feel as if we would give anything to be
able to do so well, while if we acknowledge the truth
regarding ourselves, we are not willing to hold ourselves
up to the perfect accuracy of practice and exactness in
detail which such fine playing demands. It is a wellknown fact that advancement in music is founded upon

A Responsibility Upon
world’s great poets, Schiller,—
ever art deteriorates, it is alw
No truer word was ever spo
ought to be without this truth
—Where and whenever art d
fault of the artists. The ma
the difference between good
know what tickles their fancy
thousands and thousands of th
call “the masses,” a desire
to those who do know for lig
—Mr. Henschel.
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theTrheera: mSt muSns who never found the slightest

as six-eight time thus :
„
difficulty in mastering this rhythm, who.^but 11
1
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intuitively grasped it without effort from the first, but 1
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S luchInstances are rare, and certain y such a man
is not the person to help pupils tn perplexity on tins
noint as he would wholly fail to comprehend their diffiS“; ,“d Z b, tbe 1=.. .M. » lead lb. -b *

1

o, may not be pardonable oa.it, lo *H*, «I
still do, that my own dilemma was less my
Zt Of the teacher; nor am I willing to admit that an
instructor is justified in feeling vexation, or even bore¬
dom at being obliged to explain in detail a point which
seems perfectly plain and easy to himself, and has been
carefully and repeatedly explained to a host of others
on previous occasions.

That is just what he is there for.

The lower half of the diagram showing the division of |

.

two tbe upper balf into threes.
.
.
| tively
Think of the passage, or, if necessary, write it out, in the u
this new time. Bach of the triplet notes must occupy
just one-third of the measure, that is, two-eighths, eac
eighths.

Now count and

play.

The

hands

strike

If the point were not one thoroughly mastered and ex¬

together of course on one, on three comes the second

hausted, he would hardly be fitted to be a teacher, and

of°the triplets, on four the second of the even notes, o

would moreover, in that case, derive interest and Benefit

five the last of the triplets, while with both hands begin

from considering it, and so ought to pay the pupil for

together again on one of the next measure.

the pleasure and profit to himself.

,

of the even quarters one-half the measure, that is three-

After a little practice it is only necessary to remember

It is only when.we

give our time and attention to what is not for our own

and feel that the second of the even notes comes just

enjoyment or advantage-for the benefit of others-that
custom warrants us in taking their money.
_
Furthermore, a d.fficulty is of no less magnitude to

half way between the second and third of the triplets,
and in a short time this form of rhythmic division be-
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comes as natural as any other.
Three against four is harder, but only because the I in t
I
by hundreds before him. It is as intricate and myste¬ figures employed must necessarily be larger. In this exe
rious to him when approaching it for the first time, in case twelve beats must be counted to the measure, as Ze
darkness and ignorance, as if it were one of the yet un¬ ! twelve is the least common multiple of three and four ; app
and the passage must be written in sixteenths or thirty- mu
solved problems of the universe.
the
Fancy a ferryman from the other side of a treacherous seconds, according to whether the even notes in the
cip
streim abusing you for stupidity because you have not original were eighth or sixteenth notes. Each of the hav
four
notes
will
occupy
three
beats,
and
each
of
the
me
yet crossed, simply because he has successfully ferried
At a slow tempo sto
over some scores of others who arrived before you. three four beats of the new measure.
each new student because it has already been mastered

Every child must learn to walk with the same slow,

even this division can be accurately counted, and it is 1

stumbling difficulty as if the race had not been produc¬

practically the same as two against three, except that,

ing countless amateur and professional pedestrians for
unnumbered generations;

and in spite of all that is

said regarding heredity, I doubt whether a child of seven
years in 1893 will unravel a knotty rhythmical prob em

d'!

pa
the even notes are divided into two, their relation to the | ou
wi
I triplets remaining the same.
In a passage written in groups of six notes against j nu
;
, four, twelve beats must also be counted to the measure, I

any more easily or quickly than the seven-year-olds who

according to rule; or, if preferred, the phrase may be

wrestled with them on the spinet before the days of regarded, as made up of double the number of groups ;
of three against two, and six be counted, which, of
Bach.
.
Fortunately, there is a very simple method of remov¬ course, would not alter the time, and is simpler.
ing the particular modern stumbling block to which this
paper refers from the path of the musical child, or at
least of showing him an easy way round it.

The rhythmic

combination of three notes with two or four is not at all,
as at first appears, an arbitrary and incongruous union
of independent and irrelevant elements, but a fine and
very effective, though subtle, subdivision of the time, in
which tbe mutual relation and correspondence of the
parts are maintained with absolute and delicate nicety;

If a cord be stretched tight enough to give out a tone,
it will vibrate in sympathy when the same tone is given
out by the voice or an instrument.

When in our minds

there is a refined and perfect musical image of the passage
under the fingers, the instrument can be made to repro¬
duce that image, as the string reproduced the vibrations
conveyed to it from the sounding tone.
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should not attempt to use the pedal.
2. The left pedal is to reduce the.quantityto*

genial novelty (still to be discussed) for which he
another descendant of Sebastian Bac .

On Grand Pianos this is accomplished by mo

bass s
the ba

g

Mozart and Haydn are to be conceived as represcnta .ves
of the lyrical piano piece.

More beautiful, expressive

action so that but two strings are struck '“^Jrtened.

melody (Italian stipulation) was their idea .
V
is of "no importance for the furtherance of technic.
Virtuosity was not aimed at by him, but simp y g
flowing music.

the ba
a using

On Uprights the stroke of the hamm _
On Square Pianos it is only an aggravation, pr

muffled tone by the intervention of a strip of felt be

To storm the heavens, to burs open the

tween the hammer and the string.

Oues -Kindly answer, through the columns of The and th

gates of hell—that he left to Beethoven; but to make
for himself a pleasant and peaceful ab'ding'Plac® °D
God’s beautiful earth,-this was h.s ambition ! Mozart

Etdde, wb^n™da
*best° bo* hrfor definition and proumes, you consiuer mo uoow,
^ j. g

had

“Ti^'or a

a different

idea

of

piano

playing.

Travelling

small one I would recommend Pal¬

occasionally as a virtuoso, he learned not to underrate

mer’s Pocket Dictionary as the best that can

the value of a brilliant technic.

Price 25 cents.

He wished, and indeed

was obliged, to please the people as a pianist
possible without any concession

to

Is th

the taste of the

be the most satisfactory.

Mozart could satisfy and enchant every¬
He was not, strictly speaking, a

mere rapid executant.

Rapid painters, rapid rhymers,

rapid reckoners, and also the rapid players, belong to a
later period.

He played with the warmest feeling;

with the most exquisite taste.
of his school; and with

Hummel was a specimen

Hiller, a pupil of the latter

vanished so to speak, the last direct descendant of
Mozart as a piano player.

As in the opera it became

more difficult from year to year to find suitable personators of the roles in Mozart’s dramatic works, so the
number of those who can properly perform his piano
music grows smaller and smaller.

a •

Music

One of the most

wonderful creations is Mozart’s Fantasie in C minor, a
prophecy, which pointed to the Messiah, “Beethoven.

Price $1.00; or Ludders Pi

pathetic,

dramatic character distinguishes it essentially from the

centuries or more as a name for the interval between any

Sonatas.

Beethoven’s

time.

Its

No inward connection exists between this

Fantasie and the Sonata, which is joined with it purely
outwardly.

(The Sonata dates from 1784, the Fantasie

is a year younger.

The grouping of them together was

Mozart’s own idea).

It is to be found in every dictionary of the English language
with this meaning assigned to it.

“ Jahn ” wrote the following apt

measures, is retained throughout the entire Fantasie ; a
mournful seriousness, which questioning and doubting,
struggling and striving, aspires after deliverance, clear¬
ness and contentment without being able to reach them
wholly, and finally, after vain efforts, is thrown back
, ,

Some would-be re¬

formers object to it, but the musical consent of all musi¬

which gives utterance to itself in the very first two

r

8i28
Z.
ln
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sound and the sound lying immediately above or below it.

characterization of the glorious Fantasie : “The mood,

upon itself.”

S&

wou

2. Will you please tell me how to pronounce Liszt?
Some say Leest, others, Lits.
w- EAns._i. The word semitone has been used for twenty

before

firmly

Oces._1. Am I perfectly correct to teach a child
“You must lower B a semitone in the scale of F, so
that your tones and semitones may fall in their correct
order? ” A teacher in this town says that is not correct
that there is no such thing in music as a semitone,
that each tone is just as full, perfect and complete a
tone as anv other. In one sense, of course B flat is as
much of a tone as any other degree of the scale, but I
do not see that that has anything to do with the ques¬
tion, from the point from which I speak. From B flat
to B certainly is a semitone, and has been taught so
bv the best authorities for a long long time, I thought.
He argues that it is “An altogether incorrect form of
expressing one’s self; that step and half step might be
used, but even that is incorrect for a half step is really
just as much a whole step as the other, only it is a short
one
I hold that this is a very confusing way ot ex¬
plaining the scale to pupils, especially small ones.

This work stands wholly solitary and alone in piano
literature

„

Qd

posed
have

nouncing Dictionary, $1.25.

body : the wise and the unwise; the professional an
the unprofessional.

e

For a larger and more complete work

of the kind, “ Mathews’ Dictionary of

many-headed public, which does not care to go below
the surface?

”k“

>
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(Concluded in our next issue).

Artist Concerts.—While concerts, both vocal and
instrumental, are constantly a means of much pleasure
and benefit in the large cities, by all means let the good
work continue u> have the best talent in regard to Music
brought right before those mostly in need of profiting by
hearing it—the younger teachers and all the students of
Music in the Colleges, Conservatories and other schools
of Music everywhere.
A school that does not do that much for its students will
in the long run not be as well attended as the one that
does and will thus not be able successfully to compete
with’one that offers these superior advantages, which in
these days of advancement and sharp competition are
being demanded by progressive students and teachers

cians, in all times, is likely to outweigh their objections.
Your objection to step and half step is well taken.
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Ques.—1. Please tell me if there is any boob or teacher the
giving written instructions in regard to the art of mu
piano tuning? Can it be learned that way, or without a de
lea
thorough knowledge of Harmony.
2. Is a piano injured by changing its pitch, if so, is it
injured more by raising than lowering it; and if a piano
needs tuning had it better be left alone than tuned by w
one who does not understand it very well.
ne
3. What book of Technics and Harmony would you ou
recommend for a fourth-grade pupil? Is there —
any pe
book
on the care of pianos ?
_rA. B.
w
2. Liszt is pronounced almost like the English word

least but the sound of the e is shorter.

de
m
m
Thorough bass is not at all necessary to a tuner.
by
2. A piano, if well made, is not injured by changing en
the pitch, but the quality of the tone is changed. If the c
pitch is raised the tone becomes more brilliant, if it is te
m
lowered—duller. If a good tuner is not to be had it is
Ans.—1.

Piano tuning can only be learned by prac¬

tice, it is not possible to learn from printed directions.

better to have an indifferent one than to let the piano
spoil by getting so out of tune that not even a good

"^There^s really no excuse why every school of Music
should not have each year at least two or three first-class
concerts by a prominent artist within its walls. A firstclass concert will not only be the means of securing
much pleasure and benefit to all concerned, and prove
a great advantage to the Bchool where it takes place,
but will, if properly managed, at the same time pay the
one who arranges it a handsome, well-earned profit for
his enterprise and energy.

tuner can get it to stand without several good tunings.

d

r

3. We would recommend Dr.

Mason’s Touch and

r

Technic, for pianos, and Howard’s Course in Harmony.

p

There are several small books on tuning which also
treat of the care of the piano.

The publisher of The

Etdde can send you the best one published.
will not exceed fifty cents.

The price

i

Andante con moto.
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a tempo

% The Is* movement must be taken very slowly and with deep feeling;; the
little quicker.
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Remembrance.

The Mayor: “Mr. Church says that he is not an or¬
ganist.”
Mr. Trick:
“I press my motion, subject
to approval of Mrs. Gwyn.”
Mayor: “I should be
dislike for classical music.
If classical music were
sorry to convey this to Mrs. Gwyn.”
Mr. Trick (is
commonly played with the understanding instead of this name a misprint for Thick ?):
“ Why ?” Mayor :
with the pedal down and greatly exaggerated effects, “ Mr. Trick, shall I explain ?” Mr. Trick: “Certainly.”
it would be more intelligible to the ordinary hearer Mayor : “ The builders have not been consulted yet, and
the organ will take six or eight months to build. Mr.
and, therefore, make a better impression.
Church says he cannot play, and I say it would be
wrong to select Mr. Church to-day.”
Mr. Trick (light
A LESSON FOR SNOBS.
having penetrated him): “ I withdraw.”
We leave the
The old subject of the treatment of artists in social story in its beautiful simplicity.
life still crops up from time to time.
We read in a
contemporary:
“To invite a musician to a meal,
The following advertisement, taken from a leading
with the hope of getting a little music out of him, is South Wales journal, should be read in connection
the embodiment of penuriousness and meanness. Ste¬ with a paragraph which appears elsewhere concerning
phen Foster, on one occasion, was invited by his aunt the Neath Town Council:—•
to a supper, with the request to bring his flute along.
“ Wanted a Pianist. One with a little knowledge of
He saw the point, stayed at home, but sent his flute. music preferred. Address,” etc.
Gottschalk, when invited to dinner always asked whether
he was expected to play or not.
If he was expected to
These two clippings from the London Musical Times,
play he charged twenty-five dollars.
Chopin is said to
which are properly read in connection with each other,
have been the guest of a rich shoe dealer. After dinner
the rude host asked him to play.
Chopin excused him¬ show that all the charlatanism is not confined to America.
It also explains, to

a great extent, the prevailing

self, saying that he had eaten little, but the sardonic The inference as to the mental calibre of the Town
remark was quite wasted on the man of leather.
‘ Oh ! Council, whose members so gravely discuss the ap
sit down and play something, just to show us how it is
pointment of an applicant under such conditions, as
done.’
Chopin complied.
Some time after he invited
the shoe dealer to a party at his house, and, ordering well as the standing of the musical profession which
in a cobbler’s bench, requested him to sew a patch on a renders necessary such “want” advertisements, may
shoe ‘just to show how it was done.’ ”
We do not find readily be drawn by the reader. But as it is no uncom¬
this story in Mr. Nieck’s biography, but it is decidedly
mon matter to see a call for an organist or pianist to
ben trovato.—London Musical Times.
fill an exacting position at a salary of anywhere from
A HINT TO MODERN COMPOSERS AND PIANISTS.
We read in a contemporary :
“ Thalberg’s piano and
playing was as chaste and as objective as a chiseled
Greek statue, and just as cold ; but it was a miracle of
polish and repose.
We are latterly, perhaps, too
much carried away by frantic exhibitions of force and
fury.
Rubinstein and his Russian roar are being un¬
successfully imitated by every callow and sucking
virtuoso.
The loss to art is great, the symmetry and
sense of proportion are ruined by those furious ex¬
plosions of pianism which pass for individuality, but
which are mere technical brutalities.” This is plain
and healthy speaking, but let us not blame the modern
pianist only.
Modern music altogether has largely
come to be an exhibition of force and fury, of ex¬
plosions and brutalities, and the public will have it so.
At the end of thirty reposeful bars they begin to yawn.

£10 to £20 per year, we need not be surprised at such
a state of affairs.

Henselt’s Touch.—To speak of his wonderful touch,
so as to convey an idea of what it was like to those who
have never heard him—now, alas ! will never hear him—
is, I feel, a hopeless, an almost absurd, task ; yet I shall
try by one or two imperfect metaphors to give some idea
of it, however faint and dim.
Henselt’s suggested a shelling—a peeling off—of every
particle of fibrous or barky rind ; the unveiling of a
fine, inner, crystalline, and yet most sensitive and most
vitally elastic pith. With this it suggested a dipping
deep, deep down into a sea of tone, and bringing up
thence a pearl of flawless beauty and purity ; something,
too, there was of the exhalation of an essence—so concen¬
trated, so intense, that the whole being of the man
AN INDICATION OF THE ORDINARY COMPREHENSION OF seemed to have passed for the moment into his finger¬
tips, from which the sound seemed to well out, just as
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MUSIC.
some sweet yet pungent odor from the chalice of some
In Mr. Justin McCarthy's novel “My Enemy’s rare flower.—Bettina Walker.
Daughter,” one of his characters is made to say, “ My
dear madame, do you really suppose there is one note,
one half-note, of this music that is not familiar to
me as the letters of the alphabet?”
Would so clever
Sex and Music.—There is no room for the contention
a man as the author of this work thus show his want that, as compared with the boy, the girl has not had
of knowledge of any other art than music?
fair play—that opportunities for cultivating the art have
in her case been few, in his case many. The reverse is
It may be interesting to those who are concerned in the truth. If there is a branch of education in which
the adoption and retention of the title of Professor to girls have been schooled, to the neglect of every other,
know that at Monaco there is a Professeur de Roulette, it is precisely that of music. It is among the primary
in Ostend there is a Professeur de Sanitd pour les Chiens subjects to which she is put, and among the very last
et Chats Malades, and even in Paris, there is'a Professeur she is allowed to leave off. Not one hour a day but
of writing, reading, and all things in general.
many hours out of the twenty four are consumed by her
at the piano, to say nothing of other instruments, while
The above clipping could be made the text for quite singing lessons are usually given in supplement to these.
a long discourse on the subject of titles. Titles are It might have been thought that if practice gives perfec¬
many and diverse, but the popular “Professor” is tion woman would have excelled her male counterpart
not only as an executant, but as a composer. But what
easily in the lead.
Knowledge and culture are certainly
are the facts?
necessary to the successful musician.
Not merely a
The repertory of music from the dawn of the art to
knowledge of his own particular line of work, but a the present day owes simply nothing to her. Consider¬
broad and comprehensive knowing, a power of thought ing the time she has spent over it, her failure to evolve
new harmonies, or even new melodies, is one of the
capable of taking in other matters, an ability to see,
most extraordinary enigmas in the history of the fine
understand, and intelligently discuss questions of the arts.
It has been remarked, but never explained, by
day. The mistake is too often made, however, of think¬ such accomplished aesthetic writers as Lady Eastlake
ing the title, “ professor,” indicates such a condition in her celebrated essay on “ Music,” and by such keen
psychological analysts as Mr. G. H. Lewes in his “ Life
of culture ; puts a sort of cap-sheaf upon the standing
of Goethe;
it is, indeed, a problem still awaiting
of its holder. To such the above quotation will present solution.—Lancet.
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to diffuse over so many non-essential or related topics

difficulties, which have not yet been and may never

as to obscure rather than elucidate the subject-matter

be encountered.

they are investigating.
and is

This trait is a common one,

en

But illogical and unfavorable to musical culture as it

use

or

is, the plan of piano study through the terrible five-

bu

of societies, in writing

finger exercise and its related dry technical f.tude, has

me

sorts, and in nearly every direction in which

not stopped there, but with the invention of mechanical

manifested

in

the

construction

machines, in the organization
of all

be

of plans

man’s mind is exerting itself, including the teaching appliances for the aid of musical students—very good
of piano playing.
horse from the South to thfe

North, where a saddle

horse which was not also broken to harness was practi¬
cally unknown.

of studying etc
own sake, as ca
if the results to be obtained from them were worthy for
artistic aims and ends in themselves.
One can readily ful
appreciate the advertising value of putting a student at rea
things, by the way—has come

I remember some years ago bringing a fine saddle

I wished to sell this horse in the

wo

ha

these

mechanical

appliances

the

idea

for their

northern market, but found it impossible to do so unless

work at a mechanical contrivance until he shall succeed

fee

I could demonstrate that he was capable of being driven.

in doing his work on that so well as to make it worth

me

I, therefore, found myself obliged to teach him the use

looking at.

and meaning of harness—to me an entirely new task—

keyboard becomes so interesting that teachers recom¬

But when one’s performance on a dumb pu

but as is usual under such circumstances, I had plenty

mend for general use the practicing upon dumb key¬

an

of advisers, most of whom wanted me to hitch up the

boards exclusively for months or years during the early

ind

horse double with an experienced animal who should

training of the musician, the matter becomes ludicrous

the

act as his tutor and example, or to drive him with a

or serious, according to its acceptation.

Does the healthy

the

bridle only, or bitched to a log, or in some other out¬

young mind become more appreciative of the beautiful,

jud

landish fashion entirely distinct from the method in

more ready to recognize the achievements of the tone

we

which I proposed to drive him for sale, but supposed to

poets, by moving the fingers just so many times, and

slo

have advantages from an educational point of view.
last I found a man who said :

At just so high, and in just such a way, on dumb pieces of the
ivory? Or can we afford to fill the young mind in these ca

“If you want to drive that

horse single, hitch him up single and drive him that way impressionable years with this sort of pabulum when
at the start.” This advice I followed. I fir3t accustomed there is opportunity for studying great works of the
my horse to the harness and then to the buggy, and in two composers and cultivating a taste for them that shall

ha

days I had him so trained that he was thoroughly satis¬

spread musical intelligence over

tha

factory in harness and behaved well in the crowded city

facilities which these mechanical inventions afford us

he

streets.

for shortening the road toward mastery of the piano,

yo

It has always seemed to me that if we wanted to make and

consequently toward

the

country?

early familiarity with

The

the

the

tea

wo

persons play piano, the best thing to do was to set them

great tone poems, is one of the happy prospects in the
to playing the piano. But to adopt this apparently direct the musical outlook of the country, but to pervert Th
and simple course is to go contrary to all the traditions the natural use, the great advantage of such things, in no
of piano teaching.

It being sufficiently evident that the manner suggested, by making them a subject of tea

certain technical difficulties are in the way of the pianist
striving for artistic excellence, it has occurred to the
great men of the past that the best thing to do was to
isolate these technical difficulties

and set the young

student at practicing and studying on them, with the
view of eventually applying the skill thus acquired to
some more distinctively musical work.

The real diffi¬

culties of finger technique thus isolated have suggested
others that might possibly be involved in piano playing,
but are not usually, and these, too, must be studied by
the unfortunate pupil, who soon finds himself obliged to
devote all his energies to the mastery of feats of finger
dexterity, instead of spending his time upon the great
tone poems and cultivating his perception of beauty in
sound.

It is like sending a man to a gymnasium in

search of health and there turning him into an athlete,
trained away from the love of literature, or even the
power to enjoy intellectual pursuits, while not increasing
at all his chance for longer life.

It is apparently in this

way and for this purpose that the appalling mass of socalled technical exercises and studies has been evolved

study for their own sakes, surely is one of the most tio
discouraging proposals.

Every hour taken away from

the

the study of dry mechanical details and put into the an
study of vital musical form, is an hour gained for musical

pu

culture the country over.

ca

The shortest route that can

be found to technical perfection is the route to be tha
chosen, and that route unquestionably lies beside the
Technicon and Clavier, but let us

(b

never forget that yo

technical perfection is only a means to the end, that ing
the end is always musical, and the musical end should

never be lost to sight for the sake of technique—rather for

a thousand times sacrifice technique for the sake of Te
music.

mo

Would that the musical profession was quick enough

the

to see the advantages of such machines as the Technicon

the

and the Practice Clavier, so that their sales would not me
have to be advanced by such devices as exhibiting those
who have studied them for their own sakes.

mi

We cannot ha

too soon adopt these implements as helps, nor too soon

pr

grow out of the notion that mere mechanism in musical

ba

study is ever anything but a means to an end.

yo

from the minds of diligent teachers.
I fancy it would trouble the unfortunate piano teacher

ac

who, after giving his pupil some of the dry work of
Alois

Schmidt,

Studies”,

or

Loeschhorn,

or Tausig’s

“Daily

should be compelled to point out in any

recognized art work the exact technical difficulty that
was

conquered by the study of

the exercises.

The

exercises form no part of piano-playing, but are re¬
garded and intended solely as

preparation

for such

playing, and they, therefore, stand in the same relation
to musical literature that the spelling book of not so

MENTAL ASPECT OF TEACHING.

pl

va

att
Many music teachers, perhaps all, have occasionally an
to correct faults which are akin to mental disorders.
There are disorders, sometimes serious, which affect or

w
are seated in the mental faculties, and which can be ab
treated only by directing the efforts to these faculties. a
Physicians recognize this, and frequently advise change,

m

marked that “ they looked like beautiful line engravings.”

the rest of your letter.

The

“ I adopted this plan,” replied Stothard, “ because,

this work sold before public

as I could not alter a line, it obliged me to think before

as few mistakes as possible,

I touched the paper.”

assist us in this by writing t

The principal step toward correct effort is to have a
clear mental image or impression of what is to be done.

Kemember, this offer is for a
book is almost complete.

If a pupil is disposed to stammer at a passage, he should
stop and read it through mentally, and possibly playing

“Graded Course of Piano

He must read to take in the de¬

Mathews, when complete, w

tails of what is before him as well as its generalities.

these are now on the market

He must not only see a chord, but see exactly of what

nomenal success.

letters it is composed.

been using Czerny, Kohler, B

it, going very slowly.

Accidentals are too often only

casually noticed, but he must see precisely what letters
are affected by them.

wandering

For a nu

through all

stu

One common cause for stumbling all the while that the trut

is poor fingering, and wherever there are runs their cor¬

certain extent.

Mr. Mathew

rect fingering must be decided upon and written in at of each one, and has made, p
In fact, there is no more common cause for hesi¬

umes of pianoforte studies th

tancy, stumbling and breaking in the performance of a

They meet the wants of a la

piece than in an incorrect and unsettled fingering.

A

guidance in the selection o

recent writer puts this subject in a terse form, as follows :

are generally short and i

“ Before you can think you must have something defin¬

work is destined to take t

ite to think about.

studies.

once.

You must get something into your

head before you can get anything out.”
The best method of correcting bad habits is to make

The success of “Melody

it the sole business of the pupil for a few lessons; this

Macdougall, has warranted

is to impress him with its paramount importance.

to issue Vol. II.

And

The MS

from the fact that young minds cannot successfully do

hands of the engraver.

many things at a time, the time to conquer the bad

the pieces that will appear

habit is at once, for as Charles Kingsley wisely says,

of an unusually' meritorious

“ Every duty which is bidden to wait returns with sev¬

of musical literature has be

eral fresh duties at its back.”

cream of

Emerson says: “ What we seek we shall find, what
we flee from flees from us.”

W

short, pleasing,

melodic character.

Here is

This is a truth which

Folk Song, Volkm mn;
should be impressed upon the minds of all pupils. Too Song, Tschaikowski; Fes
often they see nothing but the notes, which results in Behr; Bomance, Bummel
mechanical, but expressionless playing. They ought to mas Pastorale, Macdougal
see what the notes express, as this would enable them Andante, Kavanagh ; Eve
to play with intelligence and effectively.
Students N. v. Wilm; Scherzo, L
should be taught an observance of the smaller details of Little Love Song, Bohm.
notation ; the slurs, dynamic marks, staccato dots and
A glance at this will con
points, etc., and give a tasteful reproduction of them in
their performing.

thing fine can be expected

